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Abstract: A multivariable control scheme is designed that reduces smoke generation on an
experimental marine Diesel engine equipped with a variable geometry turbocharger (v). The
variable geometry turbocharger allows the improvement of the steady-state ship hydrodynamic and propulsion characteristics and requires coordination with the injected mass fuel
to achieve a good transient performance. Copyright c 1998 IFAC
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1 Introduction
Currently many international ports consider imposing stringent emissions requirements in oshore vehicles. In view of these new requirements, the shipping
industry must develop technology to control emissions during ship transient maneuvers. Although,
various innovative propulsion congurations which
are not based on the IC engine 10] attempt to achieve
this goal, the advantages of turbocharged diesel engines render them common practice for the vast majority of ocean freighters and oshore vehicles. In marine propulsion, the turbocharger, the engine, and the
propeller operation is optimized to achieve the rated
power and maximum torque output. Thus, the turbocharger size is determined for high torque output
which usually leads to large eective ow area and
consequently slow response. A mechanism that can
potentially mitigate the inherent performance tradeo between maximum power and transient torque response is the variable geometry turbocharger. A turbine with variable geometry uses inlet guide vanes (v)
on the turbine stator to modify its eective ow area
as shown in Figure 1. Changing the eective turbine
ow area is advantageous. First, it provides a better match between the turbocharger and the diesel
engine in steady-state 5]. Secondly, it modies the
power transfer to the turbine and, hence, to the compressor which can potentially reduce the turbolag by
speeding up the turbocharger response 7, 8].
In this paper we assess the feasibility and poteny Corresponding author, phone: (805) 893{8501, e-mail:
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the VGT diesel
engine.

tial benets of variable geometry turbocharger diesel
engine for transient ship maneuvers and emission
control. Several studies in automotive applications
(see 3, 6] for passenger vehicles and 7, 8] for heavy
commercial vehicles) have shown promising results.
The intent here is to coordinate the injected fuel (Wf )
and the variable geometry turbocharger (v) to jointly
manage the fuel/air mixture into the cylinders. The
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) controller is shown
to improve torque and emission generation in marine
diesel propulsion.
In comparison to the MIMO controller we consider
the conventional diesel engine governor. Such a governor controls the combustion fuel supply during
changes in load to maintain constant engine speed,

and consequently, constant heading speed. A comprehensive review of mechanical and electronic fuel
governors can be found in 4] and 1]. The actual injected fuel is restricted by the injection delays 9] and
limiters that are employed to protect the shaft and
prevent smoke. Smoke is generated during fast fueling transients by rich air-to-fuel ratio mixtures. Part
of the energy in the combusted fuel is stored in the
exhaust gas which is used by the turbocharger to spin
up to a new steady-state operating point and eventually increase the amount of air to the engine. Thus,
changes in fueling rate cause a disturbance in air-tofuel ratio ( ) which is partially rejected through the
natural feedback that the turbocharger establishes
between the engine exhaust and intake processes. It
takes, however, a certain amount of time for the turbocharger to spin up and for the intake manifold to ll
to a new level of pressure and air mass, thus, reaching
a new equilibrium. The slow dynamics in the engine
air ow path causes a drop in the level which is
associated to high hydrocarbon emissions and visible
smoke generation. Any further drop in the level below the stoichiometric value aects the torque output
as described in 9].
The variable geometry turbocharger provides an extra degree of freedom to (i) to speed up the air loop
dynamics, and consequently, reduce smoke generation
without compromising the engine torque response
and (ii) to improve steady-state ship speed. The
controller must achieve satisfactory tradeos between
con icting goals such as maneuverability, fuel economy and emissions. Designing a model based controller requires a low order and accurate representation of the engine and the propeller/surge dynamics.
Section 3 describes the model for the turbocharger,
engine, and surge dynamics. The steady-state optimization and plant linearization are presented in Section 4 and Section 5. The control design and simulation results with projection on emissions benets are
included in Section 6 and Section 7.

2 Nomenclature
The variables used in this paper are dened below. Other plant constants used in the mathematical
model will be described in the text.
Variables
Super/Sub-scripts
m
W
V
T
Q
N
P

u

mass (kg)
ow rate (kg/sec)
volume (m3)
temperature (K)
torque (Nm)
rot. speed (rpm)
power, (W)
force (N)
velocity (knots)

1
2
f
c
t
o
e
p
r

intake manifold
exhaust manifold
fuel
compressor
turbine
ambient
engine
propeller
resistance

3 Plant Model
The variable geometry turbocharged diesel engine is
described brie y with the following equations. The
intake and exhaust manifolds are represented as nite
volumes based on the \Filling and Emptying Methods" of plenum modeling described in 2]. The dynamic equations that characterize the manifold lling
dynamics (Eq. 3.1-3.4) are based on the principles of
conservation of mass, conservation of energy, and the
ideal gas law.
Intake Manifold
d m =W ; W 
e
dt 1 c
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c o
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Exhaust Manifold
d
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In the above, R = cp ; cv and  = ccvp . For simplicity,
the same values of specic heats at constant pressure, cp , and volume, cv , are used for both intake and
exhaust manifolds. In the above equations the heat
transfer in the walls is neglected. This assumption is
accurate for the intake manifold but it may not hold
for the exhaust manifold due to the high exhaust temperature. The air into the intake manifold is assumed
to be homogeneous. In addition to the above equations, the principle of conservation of momentum is
also satised by assuming uniform pressure and temperature between the manifold restrictions.
The right-hand side of the above equations are determined using the engine and turbocharger manufacturer data. In particular, engine manufacturer data
is used to describe (i) the engine volumetric eciency,
and consequently, the engine mass air ow rate, We ,
(ii) the temperature rise between the engine intake
and exhaust process, Te ; T1, and (iii) the engine
brake torque, Qe that is used in Eq. 3.6 below.
Acceleration of the turbocharger (Eq. 3.5) and engine
(Eq. 3.6)is derived using Newton's Second Law.
Rotational Dynamics
d
Pt ; Pc
dt Ntc = ItcNtc 
d N = Qe ; Qp 
dt e Ie + Iadd

(3.5)
(3.6)

In the above, Itc and Ie + Iadd are the mass polar
moment of inertia of the rotating systems. The turbine power and the compressor power, Pt and Pc respectively, are calculated based on an ideal adiabatic
process, and steady-state data provided by the turbocharger manufacturer. In particular, a \turbine
map", ft, is used to determine the pressure ratio
between the upstream and the downstream turbine
pressures, pp2o , and the eciency, t, based on the turbine ow, Wt , the turbocharger speed, Ntc , and the
inlet guide vanes position, v.
po 
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Similarly, using data from the \compressor map" we
can obtain the compressor characteristics.
p1 
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Finally, the propeller torque, Qp in Eq. 3.6, depends
on the ship speed which is calculated based on Newton's First Law.
Surge Dynamics
d
p ; r
(3.11)
dt u = mr + mhydro 
The ship displacement and the hull wetted surface
added virtual mass are denoted by mr + mhydro in
the equation above. The propeller torque, Qp , and
thrust, p , are determined using open water cavitation tank data supplied by the manufacturer, kQ and
k respectively, and are modied by hydrodynamic
interactions between hull and propeller:
Qp =Np2 Dp5 kQ (J)
(3.12)
2
4
p =(1 ; t)Np Dp k (J)
(3.13)
; w)
J = u(1
(3.14)
Np Dp 
where, w and t are the wake fraction and thrust deduction (assumed to be constant), and kQ and k are
the wake and thrust coecients (approximated by linear polynomials in the advance coecient, J). The
propeller speed, Np = Ne =gr, is determined assuming
a xed gear ratio, and Dp is the propeller diameter.
The actuator dynamics are modeled as rst order differential equations. The break frequency is dened by
the stable and closed inner loop hydraulic controller.

Actuator Dynamics
1
d
dt Wf = f (fuel ; Wf ) 
d
1
dt v =  (vgt ; v) 
v

(3.15)
(3.16)

The actuation signals, fuel and vgt, are generated
by the control system, and the time constants, f and
v , are approximately equal to 0.1 sec.
Equation 3.1-3.6, 3.11, and 3.15-3.16 constitute
the nine states of the dynamic plant model,
m1  p1 m2  p2 Ntc Ne  u Wf  v].

4 Steady-State Optimization
The ship operator command usually involves a
desired maneuver such as a sudden acceleration/deceleration or maintaining constant ship speed
during wave induced disturbances. The controller
is designed to meet this operator command, while
satisfying constraints in emissions and fuel economy.
This objective imposes both steady-state and transient requirements. We analyze the steady-state requirements of the control design goals by studying the
equilibrium points of the dynamic model discussed
above. The model is simulated for a range of fueling levels, fuel , and inlet guide vane positions, vgt ,
and the achieved equilibriums are tabulated. We note
here that for each pair of (fuel  vgt) values we obtain a unique equilibrium which is asymptotically stable. Figure 2 shows the steady-state ship speed, u, engine speed, Ne , and air-to-fuel ratio, , plotted versus
vgt for dierent values of fuel .
Firstly, for ecient marine propulsion it is desired to
choose an inlet guide vane position that maximizes
ship speed for a given constant fueling level. The vgt
values that achieve the maximum ship speed objective for each fueling level, from 5 kg/hr to 13 kg/hr,
are shown with the dotted line in the upper subplot
of Figure 2. It is evident from the Ne -subplot of
Figure 2 that the steady-state engine speed and the
steady-state ship speed are maximized for the same
vgt values.
Secondly, the emission constraints that we consider
in this paper are related to smoke generation, and
more generally, to hydrocarbon (HC) and particulate emissions. Large air-to-fuel ratios, , correlate
with low hydrocarbon (HC) and particulate emissions. Hence, to reduce these type of emissions it is
desired to choose vgt that results in high air-to-fuel
ratio, and in particular, an air-to-fuel ratio greater
than 24 (limit for visible smoke generation). The vgt
values that achieve the maximum for each fueling

level from 5 kg/hr to 13 kg/hr are connected with the
dot-dash line in the lower subplot of Figure 2.
Obviously the \maximum u" and \maximum " objectives cannot be satised simultaneously and the
solid line (denoted by \selected setpoints" in Figure 2) represents the vgt values for which the
best tradeo between fuel economy and emissions is
achieved for each fueling level. The \selected setpoints" line is also shown on the Ne -subplot in Figure 2.
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Figure 3 describe the dynamic relation between the
output scaled variables, Ne =2000 and =10, and the
scaled input variables, fuel =10 and vgt . The scales
are chosen based on range of values for each variable and relative importance in the control objectives. The dominance of the diagonal elements of the
two-input two-output system at DC indicates, as expected, that fuel strongly aects the steady-state
value of Ne and vgt strongly aects the steady-state
value of .
The eects of fuel on Ne and illustrate the severe
tradeo between fast engine speed tracking and tight
air-to-fuel ratio control in a conventional xed geometry turbocharged diesel engine. Specically, the peak
of the interaction between fuel and occurs at 5
rad/sec and causes fast fuel commands to act as a
disturbance to the subsystem. Therefore, to avoid
undesirable disturbances of the air-to-fuel subsystem,
the closed loop fuel command must be designed to
roll o before the frequency of interaction resulting
in slow torque response. The variable geometry turbocharger, on the other hand, has enough authority to reject the disturbances that fuel imposes to
without signicantly aecting Ne . Hence, a twoinput two-output feedback control design can potentially enhance fast engine speed transients without
degrading emission performance.
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Figure 2: Steady-state ship speed, u, engine speed, Ne,
and air-to-fuel ratio, .

Using the above selected data and polynomial interpolation , a feedforward controller that calculates the
desired steady-state engine speed, Ne , and air-to-fuel
ratio, , based on the ship speed command, u , is
derived. In Section 6 a linear multivariable feedback
controller is designed that ensures tracking of the desired setpoints.

5 Dynamic Open Loop
Characteristics
The frequency domain characteristics of the linearized plant are presented to better understand the
interactions between the performance variables, Ne
and , and the actuators, fuel and vgt. Linearization is performed at a nominal point, fuel = 9:0
kg/hr, and vgt = 0:38. Bode magnitude plots in
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Figure 3: Bode magnitude plots of the input, f uel and
vgt, to the output, Ne and

point.

at a nominal operating

We note here that regulation or disturbance rejection in engine speed can successfully be used to regulate ship speed or maintain constant heading in rough
seas. This argument is based on the similarity of the
two speeds, u and Ne . In particular, ship speed exhibits slightly slower dynamics than the engine speed.
In addition, engine speed is one of the easily measured
variables, in contrast to ship speed, which renders it
more suitable for control design.

On the other hand, nding an appropriate measurement for the air-to-fuel ratio regulation is not straight
forward 11]. An intake manifold pressure measurement is currently used for fuel limiting based on the
steady-state estimation of combustion air and air-tofuel ratio. Robust and accurate estimation of transient air-to-fuel ratio will be the next stage of this
work.

6 Control Designs
Three control design strategies are compared on the
above model. We assume that a measurement of
the air-to-fuel ratio is available. This allows us to
consider the VGT related control authority issues independently of any issues that would arise from the
practical requirement of using only an estimate of the
air-to-fuel ratio.
The rst strategy uses a more standard proportionalintegral (PI) design to control the engine speed, Ne ,
by actuating the fuel, fuel . This has been tuned
to give a good engine speed response to commanded
engine speed step changes. Figure 4 illustrates the
conguration. Note that this does not allow the airto-fuel ratio to be set independently of the engine
speed since the inlet guide vanes are held xed at 0.38.
This conguration does not require the measurement
(or estimation) of the air-to-fuel ratio.
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Figure 4: PI con guration for engine speed control
It is known|and will be evident in our simulations|
that this conguration can produce undesirable transients in the air-to-fuel ratio. The standard approach
to alleviating this problem uses a fuel limiter when the
air-to-fuel ratio drops below a specied value. This
conguration is illustrated in Figure 5. In our system
the limiter adjusts the commanded fuel input to prevent the air-to-fuel ratio from dropping below = 24.
A measurement (or accurate estimation) of the air-tofuel ratio is assumed. The PI controller now contains
a standard antiwindup scheme to prevent the fuel limiter from causing controller saturation induced transients.

The design strategy for the variable geometry turbocharged engine (designated as MIMO in the subsequent analysis) uses measurements of both engine
speed, Ne , and air-to-fuel ratio, , and is illustrated
in Figure 6. This allows tracking of both engine
speed, Ne , and air-to-fuel ratio, . A weighted linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) design, based on the
linearized model, has been tuned for both transient
performance and integral type (zero steady state error) tracking of Ne and . The relative weighting
between the regulated variables and the actuators is
the same as that used in the Bode plots in Figure 3.
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Figure 6: MIMO con guration for engine speed and airto-fuel ratio control

7 Simulation Results
The above controllers have been evaluated on the
nonlinear simulation model. The test maneuver involves a step change in ship speed from 18.6 knots
to 21.2 knots. The set-point map generates a change
in Ne from 1435 rpm to 1770 rpm, and a change in
from 24.8 to 24.0. The closed-loop engine speed
and air-to-fuel ratio responses are given in Figure 7.
The corresponding actuation signals are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 5: PI with fuel limiter con guration for engine
speed and air-to-fuel ratio transient control

Figure 7: Closed-loop step responses: PI (dashed), PI
with fuel limit (dot-dash), and MIMO (solid) control systems

The PI controller (dashed lines) gives the best engine
speed response. This is achieved by a relatively fast

this problem require a tradeo between engine speed
response and air-to-fuel ratio transient behavior. A
MIMO controller must be used to take advantage of
this additional capability.
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Figure 8: Closed-loop actuation signals: PI (dashed),
PI with fuel limit (dot-dash), and MIMO (solid) control
systems

change in fuel level which has the eect of producing a transient air-to-fuel ratio excursion which goes
signicantly below the excess smoke limit ( = 24).
As expected, the PI with fuel limiter (dot-dash lines)
limits the rate of change of the fuel into the engine
and prevents the air-to-fuel ratio from dropping below
the smoke limit. However, it also has the eect of
signicantly degrading the engine speed response.
The MIMO controller (solid lines) gives an engine
speed response which is close to that of the PI controller without creating a signicant air-to-fuel ratio
transient. This has been achieved by using the extra
degree of freedom in the VGT actuation to control
air-to-fuel ratio independently of the fuel ow rate.
The VGT actuation is evident in Figure 8.
Note also that the MIMO controller uses the VGT
actuator to provide a dierent steady state air-tofuel ratio at the completion of the maneuver. The
steady state value of has been chosen as discussed
in Section 4 and results in the same engine speed
with less fuel hence giving more ecient steady-state
operation.

8 Conclusions
The VGT gives an extra degree of freedom in the
propulsion control system which allows some amount
of independence between engine speed and air-to-fuel
ratio. This gives signicant performance advantages:
in steady-state operation the air-to-fuel ratio can be
tuned independently of engine speed to improve efciency. In transient maneuvers the VGT can be
used to prevent smoke producing transients in the
air-to-fuel ratio without signicantly degrading the
engine speed response. Conventional approaches to
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